What is Esther’s Other Name?
Answer the questions and fill the letters in the blanks.

Questions
1. As you walk across the moat into the castle what letter do you cross over?
2. As you open the door to the castle what letter is the door shaped as?
3. Look quickly to your right, what letter is floating in the moat?
4. Which letter do you see as the trunk of a tree?
5. Just before you enter the castle you look to your right, what letter is carved into the stones on the wall?
6. As you look even further to the right what letter is carved into the stone on the tower structure?
7. As you enter the castle you look up at three towers, what letter is in the shape of the roof?
8. Now you return to the center of the castle and look up at the main central tower, what letter is carved into the top window?